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Abstract
The Brazil-Taxation dispute concerns the complaints taken to the World Trade Organisation by the European Union and Japan against seven different Brazilian industrial subsidy programmes. One concerned the automotive sector and represents a clear case of policies dictated by strong domestic political-economy forces, with little attention to impacts on consumers or imports. The ensuing WTO dispute raises important issues concerning the WTO-compatibility of subsidy measures. In particular, the Appellate Body (AB) reversed the panel findings with respect to two issues: the extent to which subsidy measures can be exempted from complying with National Treatment rules under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and the identification of local content requirements (LCRs), which are prohibited under the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM). In particular, the AB considered that subsidies, if not based on discriminatory taxation, could be justified under the GATT and could have some discriminatory elements without violating the National Treatment disciplines. Furthermore, it concluded that legitimate eligibility criteria under a subsidy programme should not be construed as prohibited LCRs under the SCM. However, the test devised by the AB to distinguish legitimate eligibility criteria from prohibited LCRs could facilitate circumvention of the LCRs prohibition under the SCM.
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1. Introduction

In virtually every country, industrial policy has been or is currently used to promote governments’ economic and political objectives. Some programmes are justified as fostering a public interest such as preventing climate change or promoting energy renewables. Others target economically large or growing sectors. Those industrial policies are particularly challenging for trade law and policy, including the World Trade Organisation (WTO). In many cases, the policies are triggered by protectionist motives and favour domestic over foreign producers. While WTO law allows its members to design industrial policies aimed at domestic firms, it disciplines them to prevent adverse effects on international trade flows.

Unsurprisingly, then, an important WTO jurisprudence has developed on the issue of WTO compatibility of industrial policy programmes. One of the main issues concerns the legality of wildly used local content requirements (LCRs), which are non-tariff measures conditioning a benefit on the use of local inputs. Another is whether those industrial programmes could be justified under the general exceptions defined in article XX of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and exempted from certain WTO disciplines.

In 2013 and 2014, the European Union and Japan (later joined by several other countries as third parties) formally complained about the WTO compatibility of seven distinct industrial programmes in Brazil. Four are related to Information and Communications Technology (the Informatics Program, PADIS, PATVD and the Digital Inclusion Program), hereafter referred to as ICT programmes. Two exempted exporting firms from some taxes (PEC and RECAP). And one offered a series of tax benefits for domestic producers and for the sourcing of domestic inputs used in the production of automobiles (INOVAR-AUTO). The most contentious issues were related to LCRs and to tax preferences offered to domestic (but not to foreign) producers. Brazil appealed the results of the Panel. In this paper, we critically assess the key findings of the Appellate Body’s decision on the case.

Domestic special interest groups in Brazil seem to have been instrumental in the design of the policies disputed by the EU and Japan. And it was no surprise that those policies were challenged in the WTO: as we show, they had very negative consequences on trade flows.

Indeed, based on existing jurisprudence, the case could have been considered straightforward. After all, Bagwell and Sykes (2005) had already argued forcefully that indigenization requirements were clear violations of the GATT in the context of the India-
However, in this case the Appellate Body (AB) conclusions departed from previous jurisprudence and reversed the Panel’s findings on the key issue regarding the exemption from national treatment (NT) disciplines under article III:8(b) of the GATT. The AB report sought to reconcile industrial policy with WTO law without the need to justify certain discriminatory measures under GATT’s article XX. However, in doing so it reopened the Pandora’s box of what should be considered prohibited LCRs under the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM), as opposed to legitimate eligibility criteria.

The paper proceeds as follows. In section 2, we investigate the causes and assess the consequences of the main programme challenged in the case. In section 3, we summarize the Panel’s findings. In section 4, we thoroughly analyse three key issues raised by the Appellate Body’s report. We conclude in section 5.

2. The motives and trade consequences of INOVAR-AUTO

Except for INOVAR-AUTO, all other programmes mentioned in the WTO dispute had been in place for several years before the formal consultation requested by the European Union in 2013. Specifically, the four ICT programs were established between 1991 and 2007, and the two export promotion programs were established in 2002 and 2005. The start date of INOVAR-AUTO, on the other hand, was 2012, just before the EU requested the consultation. That timing suggests that the INOVAR-AUTO programme triggered the complaint. It makes economic sense, too, given the large size of the automotive industry and the volume of trade potentially affected by INOVAR-AUTO. Specifically, in 2011 the industry accounted for about 11% of all manufacturing imports in Brazil. Moreover, its share in the country’s industrial output has been twice that value in the last decade. For those reasons, we focus our economic analysis on the causes and consequences of INOVAR-AUTO.

2.1. A brief history of automotive policies in Brazil and the birth of INOVAR-AUTO

Historically, the automotive industry has been one of the main targets of import substitution industrialization programmes in Brazil. Starting in the mid-1950s, the government implemented a series of policies seeking to provide financial incentives through investment and production subsidies and tax exemptions. The policies also included increasing requirements for local content, which exceeded 90 percent by 1960. Although the net welfare implications of those policies remain unclear, they were very successful in attracting foreign direct investment. The number of automakers in Brazil grew from two in the early 1950s to eleven in 1961; by 1975, Brazil was already the ninth producer of vehicles in the world (Shapiro, 1994). For final producers, that process corresponded to a textbook case of horizontal foreign direct investment, with foreign firms establishing plants in the country in order to “jump” the restrictions faced by exporters (relative to domestic producers) to serve the domestic market. Moreover, because of the demanding LCRs, this

---

7 India - Measures Affecting the Automotive Sector - AB-2002-1 - Report of the Appellate Body, WT/DS146/AB/R; WT/DS175/AB/R.
9 See Shapiro (1994) for a thorough review of the history of public intervention in the auto industry in Brazil.
affected the whole value chain, fostering the growth of a large domestic industry of producers of parts and components for the multinational assemblers.

The specific policies to attract foreign investment were discontinued in the early 1970s, when the sector had already consolidated. However, the automotive industry remained highly protected, insulating the multinationals established in the country from foreign competition on a seemingly permanent basis. That course of action contrasts with the rulebook of import substitution industrialization programs, which prescribes temporary protection while the industry is investing and acquiring the scale and the capabilities to compete internationally, but not afterwards. On the other hand, it fits the predictions from standard political-economy analyses, which posit that, once a domestic industry gets large in a protected environment, it is very difficult to take protection away.\(^\text{10}\)

The landscape changed somewhat in the early 1990s, when the country embarked in a process of widespread trade liberalization that affected virtually the whole economy. By 1994, the import tariff on automobiles and parts had fallen to 20% on average, the lowest in the history of the country (even if still high by international standards). In the second half of the 1990s, however, special tax treatments were once again offered to the automotive industry, import tariffs of up to 70% were re-established, and import quotas (justified under the WTO with balance of payments difficulties) were put in place. The higher import tariffs were partially exempted for the multinationals with investment in the country, conditional on export performance and on the purchase of local inputs.\(^\text{11}\) Those measures were contested in the WTO by Japan and the United States in 1996 on grounds similar to the ones observed in the current dispute.

In the 2000s, the automotive sector in Brazil expanded alongside the whole economy. Although the Brazilian economy was affected by the financial crisis of 2008, it recovered quickly. The same happened with the automotive sector. Domestic demand for durable goods, including cars, grew strongly. That fuelled domestic production and, since the mid-2000s, also imports of vehicles, which grew at an unprecedented pace. As Sturgeon et al. (2018) point out, in 2011 imports reached an all-time high of 34.8% of the value of domestic consumption in the sector.

Figure 1 shows the historical series of licensed new vehicles in Brazil, for both domestically produced and imported units. Until the early 1990s, imported vehicles were virtually absent in the country. Sales of domestically produced vehicles grew steadily until the 1980s, when they stagnated, to some extent reflecting a slowing economy. Imports started to kick in only after the trade liberalization of the early 1990s and grew quickly, but were once again tamed by the renewed wave of protectionist policies after 1995. Imports started to recover only in the mid-2000s, and grew strongly until the end of 2011.

\(^{10}\) For example, in Grossman and Helpman’s (1994) influential analysis, the level of protection of an industry is explained largely by the inverse of import penetration, which is high when imports are low. It is also explained by whether an industry is politically organized. In the case of the automotive industry in Brazil, imports have historically been very low and producers have shown to be strongly organized, as the decision to establish INOVAR-AUTO (discussed below) neatly illustrates.

\(^{11}\) See De Negri (1999) for an analysis of the welfare costs of the automotive policies of the 1990s in Brazil.
According to Sturgeon et al. (2018), the steady increase in import penetration of vehicles prompted renewed demand by the domestic producers for a new round of protectionist policies. In 2011, the industry trade group, Anfavea, petitioned the government to implement policies to deter the rapid growth of imports. They were joined by the auto part producers, who requested the establishment of LCRs. Soon afterwards, negotiations with the government led to a 30-percentage point increase in the IPI tax (a value-added tax on all industrialized goods) for the sector. While that may appear contradictory, it is fully explained by the fact that, at the same time, the government also authorized tax credits of up to the same 30-percentage points of IPI for domestic producers, under some circumstances. Specifically, to qualify for the IPI credits, producers had to purchase enough parts from domestic producers, with the minimum percentage of domestic inputs needed to generate credit for the full 30-percentage points increasing over time.

A cynical may describe those policies as a plot between the government and the domestic industry. The former helps the latter without having to incur any fiscal cost, while attempting to conform to the WTO’s NT clauses. The latter benefits from increasing the tax costs of their foreign competitors. No consideration seems to have been given to the potentially large losses for domestic consumers and for foreign producers. Whether or not this characterization is correct, those policies became the keystone of INOVAR-AUTO, the broader set of measures put in place in 2012, which gave tax advantages for producers that were located in Brazil and sourced inputs domestically.
In sum, since the 1950s the Brazilian automotive industry has grown significantly under the shadow of policies that insulated it from foreign competition. The policies protected not only the producers of vehicles but also the producers of inputs, encouraging the development of the whole value chain inside the country. As a result, the industry has become large, being consistently among the top ten in the world.

Size does not imply efficiency, however. As Sturgeon et al. (2018) show, the history of protectionist policies has created an inefficient industry by international standards, which exhibits low scale of production due to fragmentation of the domestic market among several producers. The industry is also scarcely capable of exporting consistently, especially outside the Mercosur customs union that Brazil shares with Argentina, Paraguay and Uruguay. The upshot is an industry characterized by low productivity, high prices and low quality, which survives in its present form because of the renewed waves of protectionist policies. As we will see next, INOVAR-AUTO most likely only helped to perpetuate that scenario.

2.2. The trade consequences of INOVAR-AUTO

To assess the trade consequences of INOVAR-AUTO, we look at imports before and after the establishment of the programme. The affected industries were:

341 – Manufacture of motor vehicles.

342 – Manufacture of bodies (coachwork) for motor vehicles; manufacture of trailers and semi-trailers.

343 – Manufacture of parts and accessories for motor vehicles and their engines.

We classify the first two as final goods, and the third as intermediate goods. Since the Brazilian economy went through significant changes right before and right after the introduction of INOVAR-AUTO (strong growth before it, deep recession since 2014), we need a control group. The most natural control group is the remainder of the manufacturing industry, which is similarly affected by domestic and global business cycles but did not benefit from INOVAR-AUTO (or from other similar programmes entering in force in the same period).

Figure 2 shows the value of Brazil’s imports of affected final and intermediate goods, as well as other manufactures, between 2006 and 2017—hence six years before and six years after INOVAR-AUTO was put into place. The values are normalized so that, for all series, 2006 corresponds to 100. The figure highlights the dramatic increase in imports of automotive final goods until 2011, when it reached a level almost five times higher than its 2006 counterpart. That swift growth of imports is what led the industry representatives to petition the government for protection.

---

12 The MFN tariff for vehicles has been 35% in the last decade, whereas the average MFN tariff on automotive inputs has been approximately 15% during that period. Both levels are remarkably high from an international perspective.

13 We use trade data from the WITS database and classify goods according to ISIC Rev 3.0 at the 3-digit level.
Interestingly, the same pattern was not observed for intermediate goods in the automotive industry. True, imports of parts and accessories for motor vehicles and engines more than doubled between 2006 and 2011. However, that mirrored a general trend in Brazil’s manufacturing sector. That is, the other manufacturing sectors experienced an average increase in imports during the period that was about the same as that for the inputs of the automotive industry.

The other obvious observation from Figure 2 is that, upon the enactment of INOVAR-AUTO, imports of final goods in the industry fell precipitously. By 2017, it was 60% lower than its 2011 peak. Surely, part of the reduction in imports was a consequence of the recession in the country since 2014. Indeed, this is also the pattern observed in the other manufacturing sectors. However, the fall in imports of automotive final goods started earlier, right after the introduction of INOVAR-AUTO. Moreover, it was much deeper. Hence, at least from a visual inspection, the programme seems to have achieved the goals the producers sought when demanding protection against imports in 2011. Indeed, by 2017 the share of imported over total new licensed vehicles in the country had already dropped to 10.9%.

Imports of intermediates for the automotive industry also fell but, once again, followed a pattern similar to the rest of the manufacturing industry.

Now, to be able to say whether INOVAR-AUTO had an impact on trade flows of the affected sectors from a statistical point of view and, if so, estimate its magnitude, we need a proper statistical analysis that controls for confounding factors. We carry out that analysis using data

---

for the period 2006-2017, including the three sectors indicated above and the 54 other manufactures. We compare the growth rate of the affected sectors before and after INOVAR-AUTO with the growth rate of the unaffected sectors before and after the programme. Importantly, we disentangle the effects of the programme from other factors that affected both all sectors in a specific year (like the recession) and a given sector throughout the whole period (e.g., sector-specific technological shocks).

In line with what Figure 3 suggests, we find that the impact of INOVAR-AUTO is restricted to final goods and is indeed very large and statistically significant, slashing the growth rate of imports by 21 percentage points. Thus, if the goal of the programme was to reduce the pace of import growth of final automotive goods, it was a tremendous success.

We also estimate the impact of INOVAR-AUTO on imports in a more disaggregated way, considering bilateral trade flows. This allows, in particular, the evaluation of whether the complaining countries were affected differently from other importers. We find that INOVAR-AUTO reduced the growth rates of bilateral imports very significantly from both a statistical and an economic standpoint, but only for the countries that formally complained in the WTO. Moreover, we confirm that the effect is restricted to automotive final goods. Interestingly, we find that, for non-complaining countries, INOVAR-AUTO actually helped them to export to Brazil.

Now, in any programme of import substitution industrialization, the expectation is that the domestic industry will eventually become able to compete domestically and abroad with foreign firms. Perhaps because this goal was not achieved in the previous 57 years of protection to the sector, INOVAR-AUTO added explicit targets for fuel efficiency and for the promotion of research and development. Those goals were not present in previous programmes that targeted the automotive industry in Brazil. If effective, more R&D would increase the quality and lower the cost of domestically produced vehicles, whereas better fuel efficiency would help domestic firms compete in the global automotive marketplace.

---

15 Specifically, we estimate the following "differences-in-differences" econometrics specification:

\[
\log(M_{it}) - \log(M_{it-1}) = \beta_1 (IA_t \times POST_t \times FINAL_i) + \beta_2 (IA_t \times POST_t \times INPUT_i) + \alpha_i + \alpha_t + \epsilon_{it},
\]

where \(M_{it}\) denotes Brazil’s imports in sector \(i\) in year \(t\); \(IA_t\) is an indicator variable that is one if the sector was a target of INOVAR-AUTO and zero otherwise; \(POST_t\) is an indicator variable that is one if the year is 2012 (the year INOVAR-AUTO was introduced) or later and zero otherwise; \(FINAL_i\) is an indicator variable for final goods; \(INPUT_i\) is an indicator variable for intermediate goods; and \(\alpha_i\) and \(\alpha_t\) are fixed effects that control for the average levels of imports, respectively, of sector \(i\) across all years and in year \(t\) across all sectors. \(\epsilon_{it}\) is an error term. Parameters \(\beta_1\) and \(\beta_2\) represent the impact of INOVAR-AUTO on the growth rate of imports in the affected sectors, relative to the unaffected ones.

16 For that analysis, we use a “long difference,” where for the pre-programme period we calculate the log difference between 2011 and 2006 and for the post-programme period we calculate the log difference between 2017 and 2012. We use fixed effects at the sector-exporting country and the year-exporting country levels to control for the average levels of imports in a sector coming from each country across years and for the average levels of imports in a period coming from each country across all sectors. We also allow for heterogeneous effects on imports coming from complaining and non-complaining countries, where “complaining countries” are defined as the European Union, Japan and all countries that joined as third parties.
Although those goals are commendable, the policies encompassed by INOVAR-AUTO seem largely inadequate for those purposes. The recent trade literature has been emphatic on the productivity and innovation benefits of imported inputs. Those benefits are particularly salient in industries characterized by global value chains, where imported intermediate products are essential and cross national borders multiple times. That is precisely the case of the international automotive industry, which is often described as the “poster child” of global value chains. INOVAR-AUTO, through its LCRs, moved in the opposite direction, favouring domestic value chains.

Although measures of productivity are not easily available, one can look at exports as a proxy for productivity. As the international trade literature since Melitz (2003) makes clear, more productive firms are more likely to export, and to export more. If we observe that after 2012 exports of the automotive industry increased relative to other manufactures, it could be a sign of rising productivity.

Figure 3 is the analogue of Figure 2, but for exports. It shows that, since 2006, the automotive industry has had a weaker export performance than the remaining of the industry, relative to the 2006 level. The level of exports of final automotive goods in 2016 was still below its 2011 level, despite a noticeable improvement in 2016-2017. That could reflect a delayed increase in productivity, although several other explanations are also possible. The sector of automotive inputs, on the other hand, experienced an almost continuous fall in exports since 2011. Given the LCRs of INOVAR-AUTO, which guaranteed demand for the local production of inputs, that is not too surprising.

To evaluate whether those preliminary conclusions are not driven by other factors, we carry out an econometric analysis for exports analogous to the one we do for imports. The analysis confirms that the impact of INOVAR-AUTO on the exports of the automotive sector is not different from zero from a statistical point of view. Those results suggest that INOVAR-AUTO did not have any meaningful effect on the exports of the sector. Therefore, any expectation that the programme could have boosted productivity in the industry seems elusive.

---

17 Indeed, the analysis of Sturgeon et al. (2018) indicates that INOVAR-AUTO failed to promote R&D and innovation in Brazil’s automotive industry.

18 See, for example, the recent survey by Shy and Steinwender (2018).

19 Analysing a WTO dispute on several trade measures implemented by Argentina, Conconi and Schepel (2017) explain that the inefficiencies of LCRs are accentuated in industries where global value chains play an important role.

20 One explanation is that automakers could be particularly well positioned to export when domestic demand plunges, as in the analysis of Almunia et al. (2018).
3. Overview of the Panel report

Even though INOVAR-Auto was, most likely, the main trigger of the WTO dispute, the European Union and later, Japan, brought claims against seven different industrial programmes, including the ICT programmes. As the disputes were not solved through consultations, both complaining parties requested the establishment of a panel. In view of the single subject matter, the two complaints were addressed jointly by a single panel.

In its report, the Panel ruled that certain aspects of the ICT and INOVAR-AUTO programmes were taxing imported products in excess of the domestic like products (thus violating article III:2 GATT) and that imported goods were also subject to less favourable regulatory treatment (thus violating article III:4 GATT). As the programmes in the dispute were trade-related investment programmes within the meaning of the Agreement on Trade-Related Investment Measures (TRIMs), the violation of the national treatment rules in GATT’s articles III:2 and III:4 also implied the violation of article 2.1 of TRIMs. At the centre of those violations were the tax reduction and exemptions, as well as the eligibility criteria contained in those programmes, including the Basic Productive Processes (PPBs)\(^{21}\) and the accreditation process.

The tax exemptions, reductions and suspensions granted under the different programmes were also considered subsidies in the meaning of the SCM. The Panel further concluded that

\(^{21}\) PPBs are product-specific criteria that set out the minimum production and manufacturing steps that need to be conducted in Brazil to obtain a benefit under certain incentives programmes.
those subsidies were contingent upon the use of domestic products and were therefore prohibited under article 3 SCM.

Moreover, the Panel dismissed all the defences raised by Brazil. It refuted Brazil’s claim that pre-market measures related to production do not fall within the scope of GATT article III, TRIMS article 2.1 or SCM article 3. Moreover, the Panel dismissed Brazil’s claim that article III:8(b) GATT would exempt subsidies, paid exclusively to domestic producers, from the NT rules under GATT article III.

Brazil also tried to justify certain measures of the PATVD and of the INOVAR-AUTO programmes on the grounds of the general exception of GATT article XX, but failed to prove that the discriminatory elements were related or necessary to the public interest objectives pursued. Moreover, the Panel considered that the complaining parties had identified a set of alternatives, which were WTO-consistent and less trade restrictive, which could have provided an equivalent or higher contribution to achieving those public goals. Therefore, Brazil was unable to justify its measures on the basis of GATT article XX general exceptions.

Finally, Brazil tried to justify the MFN violations under INOVAR-AUTO using the Enabling Clause. Furthermore, it argued that the European Union and Japan could not contest its justification under the Enabling Clause unless they had invoked it in their panel requests. However, the Panel considered that, absent a proper notification of those measures in the framework of the Enabling Clause, the complaining parties were not under an obligation to invoke the Enabling Clause in their requests. That finding, which the AB followed, has important implications for the burden of proof under the Enabling Clause.

4. The Appellate Body decision: redefining WTO-compatible industrial policies?

Having all its defences dismissed, Brazil would have had to remove the programmes which were found to be violating the NT rules under article III GATT and, as a consequence, also TRIMs, and, which were identified as prohibited subsidies under the SCM. Brazil therefore appealed several aspects of the Panel report, with the aim of reversing the findings that the measures were incompatible with the NT provision (consequently also with the TRIMs) and with the SCM. The AB issued its report in December 2018.

4.1. Exemptions from credit-debit mechanism: discriminatory taxation and subsidies

The Panel found that the tax exemption regimes resulted in a tax differential contrary to GATT’s article III:2 and created less favourable treatment for imported goods, in violation of GATT’s article III:4. Brazil challenged that finding on the ground that the tax exemptions took

---

22 Pre-market regulations set the conditions for goods to be placed on the market.
23 Interestingly, Brazil did not appeal the Panel decisions with respect to article XX GATT. As we show in section 2, it was clear that the INOVAR-AUTO programme was mainly enacted for industrial policy reasons and could not easily be justified under article XX GATT.
place in the framework of credit-debit mechanisms and, therefore, did not create differential treatment between accredited and non-accredited goods.

Credit-debit mechanisms are often used in the framework of indirect taxation in Business-to-Business relations, when the tax is non-cumulative, in order to levy the tax only on the value added produced at each stage of the value chain. That is the case of Brazil’s IPI tax as well as of other taxes challenged in this case. The IPI must be paid at each step of the production value chain. Imported goods are also subject to the IPI tax. The (downstream) firm buying the intermediate products pays back the IPI tax to the (upstream) intermediate producer via the selling price of the intermediate good. The downstream producer, after selling its further-manufactured product, will have a credit of the same amount as the IPI tax paid on the intermediates, which it can deduct from its future tax liabilities. Figure 4 illustrates that system. Under the disputed programmes, some locally produced intermediate and final products could obtain an exemption or a suspension from the IPI and its related credit-debit mechanism.

**Figure 4: The Credit-Debit Mechanism without tax exemptions**

In its report, the AB confirmed the Panel’s findings. The AB highlighted that, in the context of **final goods**, while a domestic firm could obtain the tax exemption or reduction by complying with the requirements for accreditation, foreign firms could never obtain the accreditation. This meant that while accredited final goods would be exempted from taxation, imported products would have to pay it, resulting in de jure discrimination between foreign and domestic firms, leading to a higher tax burden on foreign firms than on accredited domestic firms in violation of article III:2 GATT.

In the context of **intermediate products**, the AB rejected Brazil’s claim of neutrality of the credit-debit mechanism. Under the credit-debit mechanism, the buyer of a non-accredited intermediate good will recover the tax through a credit for future tax liabilities. For that reason, Brazil argued that the tax burden for the buying firm is the same for non-accredited intermediate goods (such as imported goods), where the tax is recovered in the form of credit, as for exempted intermediate goods, where the tax is not paid. Still, the AB disagreed and

---

25 For a nice numerical example, see Carvalho and de Santi (2016); see also paragraph 2.12 of the Panel report.
upheld the Panel’s conclusions, based on two related economic principles: cash availability and the time value of money.

By disbursing the money needed for the tax, the cash available for other operations at that moment is reduced for the firm buying the non-accredited good. Furthermore, the firm is disadvantaged even if it did not have an immediate use for the resources. That is the idea of the time value of money, according to which those resources could be earning, at a minimum, the nominal interest rate paid by a safe asset in the economy, so that US$1 today is worth more than US$1 in the future. Therefore, the effective tax burden of firms buying the non-accredited intermediate product (which have to pay the tax upfront and recover it only later) is higher than the one of firms buying an accredited intermediate good (which do not pay the tax).

The magnitude of the effective tax differential depends on the time taken by the government to reimburse the credit. If reimbursements were instantaneous, there would not be any tax differential, but both the AB and Panel considered that this was not the case in this dispute, thus confirming the violation of GATT article III:2. Furthermore, that mechanism also resulted in higher administrative burden for the firms buying the non-accredited intermediate good, relative to the firms buying the accredited product, thus violating GATT article III:4.

Similarly, the credit-debit mechanism was considered to give the government the advantage of cash availability whenever the government retained the tax for a non-trivial period, as the government could earn interest on the money anticipated. By granting some firms a tax exemption or reduction, the government was therefore foregoing government revenue under the meaning of the SCM. Therefore, the tax exemptions and reductions both in the context of final and of intermediate goods were subsidies according to the SCM.

4.2. Can subsidies be excused from the national treatment rules?

Both the Panel and the AB determined that the tax exemptions, reductions or suspensions for incentivised goods and the accreditation systems under the ICT and INOVAR-AUTO programmes violated the NT rules under articles III:2 and III:4 of the GATT.

One of the main defences of Brazil was to try to justify those violations on the basis of article III:8(b) GATT, which provides an exception under article III GATT rules for subsidies given exclusively to domestic producers.26 Had its defence under article III:8 GATT succeeded, Brazil would have had just to ensure that the subsidies were not considered prohibited under the SCM in order to prove that the programmes were WTO-compatible.27

Hence, one of the main questions in front of the dispute settlement was to determine the scope of the exception granted to domestic subsidies under GATT article III:8(b). While the

---

26 Article III:8(b) GATT states: The provisions of this Article shall not prevent the payment of subsidies exclusively to domestic producers, including payments to domestic producers derived from the proceeds of internal taxes or charges applied consistently with the provisions of this Article and subsidies effected through governmental purchases of domestic products.

27 In this case, violations under the TRIMs agreement depended on the existence of a violation of GATT’s article III.
Appellate Body reversed part of the Panel’s findings, it did not support Brazil’s interpretation. One of the AB members issued on this point one of the few dissenting opinions in WTO law.

4.2.1 **Article III:8(b) GATT as an exception from the national treatment clause**

The main disagreement between the Panel and the AB concerned whether article III:8(b) GATT exempts domestic subsidies from the disciplines under article III of GATT.

According to the Panel, article III:8(b) GATT allows WTO members to grant subsidies without violating automatically the NT principle under article III GATT, but does not per se exclude such subsidies from the application of the NT rules. The Panel’s findings rely on two main arguments flowing from the Panel report in *Indonesia-Auto*.28

First, the Panel viewed the disciplines under article III GATT and the SCM agreements as complementary, rather than substitutes. Second, it considered that the term ‘shall not prevent’ does not confer a full exemption to subsidies from article III GATT. The reason for interpreting the exception in article III:8(b) more narrowly than the full carve-out for public procurement contained in article III:8(a)29 is the stronger term ‘shall not’ used in the latter paragraph. The difference in the verb in articles III:8(a) and III:8(b) implies a different scope of the exceptions thereunder. Therefore, according to the Panel, the existing exception for subsidies means that article III does not prohibit per se subsidies granted exclusively to domestic producers, but at the same time it does not secure a full exemption for subsidies from the NT disciplines under article III GATT either. Article III:8(b) would only permit a coexistence of the NT principle under article III GATT with the issuance of subsidies exclusively for domestic producers, which is allowed and regulated under the SCM, while maintaining a certain complementarity between the SCM and article III GATT.

This interpretation of the Panel has two fundamental consequences. First, the subsidies must comply with the requirements of non-discriminatory taxation under GATT article III:2. Second, the subsidies must also comply with non-discriminatory non-tax regulatory measures, including the prohibition to use domestic content regulation under GATT article III:4. In other words, Brazil could not use article III:8(b) to justify the violations of GATT article III:2 and III:4.

The AB’s conclusions diverged from the Panel’s reasoning with respect to the general conclusion that article III:8(b) does not per se exempt subsidies from the application of article III GATT. In particular, it disagreed with the finding that subsidies permitted under article III:8(b) must comply with all aspects of article III:4 GATT. That is a fundamental conclusion, as it means that subsidies complying with non-discriminatory taxation requirements (such as direct payments to producers) can violate certain aspects of article III:4 GATT and can introduce some discriminatory treatment to distinguish between imported and domestic goods.

---


29 GATT article III:8(a) states: *The provisions of this Article shall not apply to laws, regulations or requirements governing the procurement by governmental agencies of products purchased for governmental purposes and not with a view to commercial resale or with a view to use in the production of goods for commercial sale.*
The AB reached that conclusion as it considered the Panel’s findings to be contradictory. On one hand, the Panel considered that article III:8(b) permits WTO members to issue subsidies exclusively to domestic producers. On the other hand, it interpreted the relationship between article III:8(b) and the disciplines of article III GATT as to prohibit any discriminating characteristics of those policies, including the criteria allowing to distinguish between domestic and foreign goods.

The AB is aware that, to institute subsidies to domestic producers, one must allow for some discriminatory elements to distinguish between foreign and domestic producers. Not allowing such a discrimination would basically render impossible to grant a subsidy exclusively to domestic producers. For that reason, according to the AB, not all the disciplines of article III GATT can be applicable to domestic subsidies under article III:8(b) GATT. So, while the AB recognises that article III:8(b) GATT does not justify LCR prohibited under the SCM, it does allow the establishment of eligibility criteria to define the “domestic producers” that would be eligible for the subsidies. Article III:8(b) GATT allows those criteria, even if the latter would have been otherwise prohibited by article III GATT (and in particular by article III:4 GATT). As a result, the Appellate Body reversed the Panel’s interpretation and considered that subsidies falling within the scope of GATT article III:8(b) are exempted from some of the NT rules (in particular, article III:4 GATT).

4.2.2 The scope of the exception under GATT article III:8(b)

The Appellate Body confirmed that article III:8(b) could provide an exception for subsidies from some of the National Treatment requirements. However, does such exception apply to all subsidies as defined under the SCM agreement? And could such exception be used by Brazil to justify the violations of its industrial programmes under article III GATT?

Brazil argued that article III:8(b) should be applicable to all kinds of subsidies within the meaning of the SCM, including subsidies derived from the exemption or remission from indirect taxation, such as those under the disputed programmes. The policy consequences of Brazil’s request are straightforward. It means that subsidies under GATT article III:8(b) could be exempted from complying with the NT rule under article III:2 GATT, which prohibits tax differentials. In that case, the Brazilian programmes, which had been found to be in violation of the NT rules under both GATT articles III:2 and III:4, could have been justified thanks to the exception of GATT article III:8(b).

The Panel did not analyse in depth this issue. After all, it had concluded that GATT article III:8(b) could not exempt subsidies to domestic producers from the rules on NT. Conversely, having reversed that ruling, the AB had to analyse whether subsidies covered by GATT article III:8(b) included those in the form of discriminatory tax exemptions.

First, the AB emphasised that the definition of subsidy under the different WTO agreements and provisions thereunder (in particular the SCM, the GATT and the Agriculture Agreement) was not necessarily the same. The AB relied on the text and the immediate context of article III:8(b) GATT to interpret the meaning of the term ‘payment of subsidies’ in that provision. It

---

30 Ibid. para. 5.111 and para. 5.112.
considered that such a term had a more restrictive meaning than the terms ‘subsidies’ or ‘granting’ and ‘maintaining’ of subsidies under the SCM.

Furthermore, GATT article III:8(b) provides two examples to further define the term ‘payment of subsidies.’ The first contains an inherent requirement that the subsidy is derived from taxation complying with the provisions of article III GATT; in other words, a requirement of non-discriminatory taxation and compliance with article III:2 GATT. If the term ‘payment of subsidies’ were to include also tax exemption, it would justify discriminatory taxation under article III:8(b) (as that provision only refers to subsidies exclusively provided to domestic producers). That would then contradict the requirement for non-discriminatory taxation present in the first example given by GATT article III:8(b). Consequently, the AB refuted the arguments brought forward by Brazil and confirmed the conclusion already reached in Canada – Periodicals that subsidies justifiable under GATT article III:8(b) must comply with the non-discriminatory taxation requirement under GATT article III:2.

Therefore, as Brazil’s programmes were based on discriminatory taxation and violated GATT article III:2, according to the AB, they could not be justified under GATT article III:8(b).

One of the AB Members, however, issued a dissenting opinion on this point. The AB Member first points out that, while the SCM defines the term subsidy ‘for the purpose of the [SCM Agreement],’ it does have linkages with the GATT. Second, the AB Member highlighted that the dictionary definition of ‘payment’ does not prevent the inclusion of foregone revenue (including tax exemptions and reductions), and that the list of examples under article III:8(b) is non-exhaustive, which therefore does not per se excludes such subsidies.

At the same time, the dissenting AB Member seems aware of the risky situation that would arise if subsidies based on discriminatory taxation would be justified under article III:8(b). That would imply that the non-discriminatory taxation requirement under GATT article III:2 could always be circumvented via the issuance of subsidies. To avoid that, the AB Member attempts to reconcile his/her reading of ‘payment of subsidies’ with GATT article III:2. He/she considers that ‘revenue foregone’ under the SCM is narrower than tax discrimination under GATT article III:2, so that “not all tax discrimination would ipso facto amount to ‘revenue foregone’ and would thereby not be justified under GATT article III:8.” The AB Member highlights that, under the SCM, ‘revenue foregone’ are actionable subsidies but not prohibited subsidies and that, therefore, an interpretation of GATT article III:8(b) as excluding ‘revenue foregone’ would be inconsistent with the SCM as it would not justify the subsidy under the NT provision. For all those reasons, the AB member considers that GATT article III:8(b) should apply to all subsidies within the meaning of SCM, and that therefore Brazil could justify the NT violations of its measures using GATT article III:8(b).

The arguments of the dissenting AB Member appear rather unconvincing. First, the existence of connections between treaties does not automatically imply that the definition of subsidy under article III:8(b) and the one under the SCM are the same. Moreover, while we agree that the list of examples in GATT article III:8(b) is non-exhaustive, we disagree with his/her conclusion. After all, what would have been the goal of including an example characterised

---

31 The first example says, ‘payments to domestic producers derived from proceeds of internal taxes or charges applied consistently with the provisions of [article III].’

32 Appellate Body report Canada-Periodicals, WT/DS31/AB/R.
specifically by a non-discriminatory taxation requirement, if the drafters intended at the same
time to allow subsidies derived from discriminatory taxation as part of the non-exhaustive list
of measures justifiable under that provision? That would be rather contradictory. Whereas
the drafters left the list of possible subsidies open-ended, they still specified the non-
discriminatory taxation requirement in the first example to make sure any subsidy falling in
the framework of this open-ended list would comply with such requirement.33

Furthermore, the attempt of the dissenting AB Member to reconcile his/her interpretation of
article III:8(b) with the prohibition of discriminatory taxation is not entirely successful as it
would still allow some subsidy measures based on tax differentials to be justified, incurring
the risk to allow the circumvention of one of the cardinal rules in trade law (the requirement
for non-discriminatory taxation).

Finally, it appears to us that ‘government revenue that is otherwise due is foregone’ under
the SCM includes instruments beyond tax discrimination. Excluding subsidies based on
discriminatory taxation from the definition of article GATT III:8(b) does not necessarily
exclude from its scope other types of ‘revenue foregone.’ Moreover, the SCM inclusion of
‘revenue foregone’ among the actionable subsidies does not exempt those measures from
the prohibition of discriminatory taxation, but simply allows the SCM to cover also other
subsidies falling under that definition of ‘revenue foregone’ and that do not give rise to
discriminatory taxation.

Overall, we remain unconvinced by the AB Member’s dissenting opinion. The existence of
such a dissenting opinion may undermine the authoritative value of the Appellate Body
position, keeping the question of the proper interpretation of GATT Article III:8(b) open.
Indeed, the three interpretations raised in this case give very different policy implications:

- Under the Panel reading, Brazil could not justify the industrial policies’ violations under
  the NT using article III:8(b) and would have had to stop the programmes as they were
  inconsistent with article III GATT.
- Under the dissenting opinion of the AB Member, Brazil could have justified its industrial
  programmes under article III:8(b) GATT, so that those provisions would not have violated
  the NT provision. Brazil would have had only to ensure that the subsidies were not
  prohibited under the SCM to maintain the programmes.
- Under the Appellate Body reading, Brazil would be able to justify the subsidies’ violations
  under the NT clause if the programmes did not resort to discriminatory taxation. In other
  words, to have its programmes justified under GATT article III, Brazil would need to
  change the way in which the subsidy is granted (for example, offering direct payments
  instead of discriminatory tax exemptions/reductions).

4.3. Redefining local content requirements under the SCM

Justifying the industrial support measures under article III GATT is not sufficient to ensure that
those industrial programmes are WTO compatible; Brazil also had to prove that the measures

33 This seems confirmed by the drafting history: see, for example, the Appellate Body report Canada-Periodicals,
WT/DS31/AB/R (p. 34).
were not prohibited subsidies under the SCM. The SCM prohibits two types of subsidies under its article 3: export subsidies and subsidies contingent on the use of domestic inputs.

In the present case, the Panel and AB disagreed on what is a subsidy contingent on the use of domestic product under article 3(1)(b) of the SCM. According to the Panel’s interpretation, the use of PPBs within the Brazilian industrial programmes violated WTO law, whereas the AB conclusions only require the Brazilian government to modify some of its PPBs to make the subsidies WTO-compatible under the SCM.

4.3.1 PPBs and ‘contingency to use domestic inputs and intermediates’

The Panel’s interpretation relied on the idea of consistency between the various agreements, leading to equal scope of the prohibitions of LCRs under GATT article III:4 and under article 3(1)(b) SCM. Thus, according to the Panel, a finding of violation under article III:4 GATT would lead to a violation of the SCM if the measures involved were subsidies.

Unlike the Panel, the AB differentiates the concept of prohibited LCRs and the required legal tests under GATT article III:4 and under the SCM. That difference follows from the analysis made by the AB with respect to GATT article III:8(b), discussed above. In line with that reasoning, as opposed to the NT provision under GATT, the SCM must allow some discrimination to identify domestic producers. Therefore, referring to US-Tax Incentives, the AB considered that article 3(1)(b) SCM cannot prohibit the application of some legitimate criteria to establish what is domestic production.

The AB’s problem is then to identify what is a permissible eligibility requirement to determine that the good is domestic, as opposed to LCRs prohibited under article 3(1)(b) SCM. In other words, it has to consider whether the PPBs in the Brazilian programmes are LCRs prohibited under article 3(1)(b) SCM or legitimate eligibility criteria.

Like the Panel, the AB distinguishes in its analysis between nested PPBs and other PPBs. A nested PPB requires the use of certain inputs, which must themselves comply with their own PPB rule. The PPB for Speed Alarm and Tracking Control is an example of nested PPB, which requires at least 90% of the GSM modules used to be produced in compliance with their own PPB. Because of that nested requirement, the AB agreed with the Panel that a nested PPB was a subsidy, de jure contingent upon the use of domestic over imported goods, and therefore violating article 3 SCM.

The situation was different with respect to non-nested PPBs. In that instance, the AB stressed that PPBs are a ‘minimum set of operations’ and are not more restrictive than ‘a collection of production steps’ to be carried out domestically to obtain the benefits under the subsidies programmes. While the AB confirmed that those PPBs would provide more favourable treatment to domestic components and violate article III:4 GATT, it did not find it sufficient to conclude that those PPBs constituted LCRs in violation of article 3 SCM. The AB therefore reversed the Panel findings with respect to non-nested PPBs and considered that those

34 United States - Conditional Tax Incentives for Large Civil Aircraft - AB-2016-8 - Report of the Appellate Body, WT/DS487/R.
35 AB report, Brazil – Taxation, para. 5.246.
36 Ibid. para. 5.270.
requirements were not LCR but legitimate eligibility criteria. Subsidies using non-nested PPB were therefore not prohibited subsidies under article 3(1)(b) SCM.

4.3.2 The problems with the test adopted by the Appellate Body to identify LCR

We agree with the AB that the scope of the prohibition under article 3 SCM must allow for the existence of some eligibility criteria for subsidies given exclusively to ‘domestic producers.’ However, we are unconvinced by the approach used by the AB to establish the proper scope of the prohibition under article 3 SCM.

First, the AB relies on the fact that non-nested PPB are supposedly ‘minimum production requirements.’ However, the AB does not verify that claim, nor does it propose a test to do so. PPBs were conceived as production requirements for specific and preferential customs arrangements (such as the Manaus Free Trade Zone and industrial policy measures). Brazil also has non-preferential rules of origin (NPRoO), which are used mainly to avoid circumvention of antidumping duties. NPRoO rely on either wholly obtained requirements or apply the substantial transformation test (requiring a change of classification heading), except in the case of mere assemblies, packaging, fractionation in lots, selecting, marking and diluting.

Consider the PPB for Optical Splice Closures, the example given by the AB of a non-nested PPB. It requires the local manufacture of moulds for the injection of the plastic parts, which cannot be imported. Why would the term ‘contingent (...) upon the use domestic over imported goods’ not cover such a provision, when it is clearly conditioned on the use of domestic content? Moreover, in the context of the NPRoO, the manufacture of the moulds would not be required to obtain origin. Hence, not only the PPB in question requires local sourcing, it also appears to go beyond the minimum possible mechanism to obtain origin.

On that point, we fail to see how a requirement to manufacture one specific intermediate product locally does not entail a condition to use a domestic input. Indeed, while a nested PPB requires that the locally-produced intermediate good is manufactured in accordance with specific production requirements, a non-nested PPB can still require the local manufacturing of an intermediate good, even if it is produced using some imported inputs. In both cases, the intermediate good cannot be imported and what really matters under article 3 SCM is not whether PPBs set minimum processing requirements, but whether they require the sourcing of domestic inputs.

Furthermore, while we agree that the prohibition under article III:4 GATT and article 3 SCM must be differentiated, a parallel could have instead been drawn between the first sentence of GATT article III:5 and article 3 SCM. The history of the first sentence of GATT article III:5 indicates that the local content measures must be compulsory. GATT article III:5’s first sentence was interpreted broadly, accounting for situations in which the regulation requires the use of domestically produced rather than imported goods. All those aspects make it similar to the prohibition under article 3 SCM. Considering the parallelism between article III:5 GATT and article 3 SCM, and considering that GATT article III:8(b) exempts certain subsidies from the rules of GATT article III:5, the prohibition under article 3 SCM could actually

38 Hestermeyer (2011), Article III GATT, in R. Wolfrum et al. (eds), WTO – Trade in Goods, Martinus Nijhoff
be seen as a substitute for the LCR prohibition otherwise contained in GATT article III:5. In other words, article 3 SCM would avoid the circumvention of the LCR prohibition via subsidies justified under GATT article III:8(b) and not subject to GATT article III:5. Thus, we are inclined to consider that the tests under article 3 SCM and article III:5 GATT could be fairly similar. A requirement to manufacture an input or component domestically within a PPB, whether nested or not, would violate GATT article III:5 and we fail to see how it would not violate article 3 SCM.

Overall, we find that the distinction used by the AB between nested and non-nested PPBs is not thorough enough to ensure an effective enforcement of the prohibition under article 3 SCM.

NPRoO could be used as a better test to distinguish prohibited LCR from legitimate eligibility criteria. Following the requirement under article 2(d) of the Agreement on Rules of Origin, NPRoO cannot be more restrictive than the rules to establish that a good is domestic. Therefore, NPRoO represent a lower bound for processing requirements, established to determine the origin of products. As such, NPRoO could be used to test the presence of LCRs.

5. Concluding remarks

We evaluate a dispute brought to the WTO by the EU and Japan with respect to taxation benefits that Brazil provided to domestic firms under different programmes. Among them, it included tax reductions/exemptions for the automotive sector, one of Brazil’s largest manufacturing sectors. Those measures look like a crisp example of policies dictated by strong domestic political-economy forces. There seems to have been no appraisal of the consequences of the policy for Brazilian consumers. Similarly—and critical for the effectiveness of international trade agreements—the interests of foreign exporters were also entirely disregarded. Hence, it is unsurprising that the case was brought to the WTO.

In its analysis, the Panel followed closely the previous WTO jurisprudence by considering that several measures (including tax exemption and production-steps requirements) were violations of the GATT and the SCM agreements. The main additions to the jurisprudence by the Panel (upheld by the Appellate Body) are its findings on the burden of proof in the context of the Enabling Clause and on the violation of article III GATT (both GATT articles III:2 and III:4) by tax exemptions/reductions in the context of credit-debit mechanisms.

However, the AB reversed the Panel findings and diverted from past jurisprudence on some aspects of the case. The AB did so to reconcile the existence of subsidies exclusively provided to domestic producers with WTO law. In particular, the AB concluded that subsidies that are not based on discriminatory taxation could be justified under article III:8(b) GATT and could have some discriminatory elements to distinguish between domestic and foreign producers without violating the NT rules. Similarly, and in line with recent findings in cases concerning subsidies for aircrafts in the US, the AB concluded that eligibility criteria under a subsidy

---

39 Such as in the US-Tax incentives case (see supra fn. 35).
programme could not be automatically construed as subsidy contingent on domestic content prohibited under article 3 SCM.

As a result of the AB report, Brazil would need to make the following modifications for its subsidies programmes to become WTO-compatible:

- Remove the tax differential component to justify the programmes under article III:8(b) GATT and avoid incompatibility with the NT clause under GATT article III. For example, Brazil could keep subsidies to domestic producers, although in a different form (e.g., through direct payments to them).
- Remove the nested PPBs and replace them with non-nested PPBs, to ensure that the subsidies are not prohibited under article 3 SCM.

If Brazil undertook those changes, the measures would still be actionable subsidies, but they would not be prohibited under the SCM or under GATT article III and the TRIMs.

This is not a small difference. Indeed, actions against actionable subsidies can only be taken if the subsidies in question cause injury to the industry of a like product in another WTO member via the channel of exports and a causality can be proved between the subsidy and the injury found. In contrast, no action can be taken against actionable subsidies if the effect of such subsidies is to substitute domestic for imported goods. Moreover, in the case of actionable subsidies, affected WTO trading partners can introduce countervailing measures but cannot request the withdrawal of the measure, as in the case of prohibited subsidies under article 3 SCM or measures violating article III GATT.

While we agree that eligibility criteria to obtain domestic subsidies should not automatically amount to violations of either article III GATT or article 3 SCM, we fear that the AB pushed itself too far in reducing the scope of article 3 SCM. The test devised by the AB to distinguish legitimate eligibility criteria from prohibited local content requirement measures seems to open the possibility to bypass LCR prohibition in ways that could have an impact on trade flows.

Indeed, our analysis of the Brazilian automotive sector shows that the trade flow impact of such policies can be very significant. If INOVAR-AUTO had as its main goal to deter imports, as it seems, it was very successful. Imports of final automotive goods fell quickly and significantly after the introduction of the programme, mainly from the countries that challenged Brazil in the WTO.

Thus, in light of the economic and trade consequences of discriminatory industrial policies, we worry that reopening this Pandora’s box could create future challenges for multilateral trade disputes. To avoid the circumvention of the SCM prohibition, a better test to identify local content requirements is needed. Here, we suggest two possible ways to achieve that. First, one could define similar tests as those under article III:5 GATT to identify contingency to domestic inputs under the SCM, as both provisions seem to have equal requirements and objectives. Second, one could use NPRoO to identify minimum requirements to grant origin to products, and therefore be able to distinguish a legitimate eligibility criteria from prohibited LCRs.
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